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MOVING AVERAGE: 

 50 DAY ____________ 
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Notable Trades: 

Corn 3/23/2020 - 3/27/2020

Lower

340 375 1/4

332

400 1/4
356 3/4

375 1/4

K

N

Z

345 20 1/2 27%

350 33 3/4 24.5%

360 51 1/2 22.25%

-112 k COT (-19k w/w)

3/25 N320p 6 3/80162 600x
N330p 8¢ 1000x
N320p 5 5/8¢ 1000x
N330p v 355 d.27 8¢ 1500x

K365/330p v 347 1/2 d.47
     -1/4¢ 950x

3/27

Corn finished the week up 2 1/4 with vol down almost 5%. It was a major tug of war in the Corn market. We 
saw bearish news in ethanol margins dropping, and the reduction of ethanol demand. Many are saying that it 
is going to be hard, or nearly impossible, to make up for the lost demand here. On the other hand, It was 
apparent that China was a major buyer of Corn this week. This seemed to help bolster the idea that they may
end up upholding the trade agreement to purchase massive ammounts of ag products. Given the tumultuous 
global economic environment, there was a lot of doubt about demand. This is helping to put a lot of that to bed. 

The current corn prices help that out quite a bit as well. Corn near $3.40 is much more attractive than for at $4.
It seems that in the short term Corn is going to track oil prices. We have a major planting report this week and 
are expecting huge corn planting numbers. Something short of this could spark some buying, but anything 
realtively in line probably won't change much. Its unusual, but this year, the planting report doesn't feel like 
a huge deal. 
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Wheat 3/23/2020 - 3/27/2020

Higher

560

540

545 1/4

528 1/2

590 3/4

K

N

Z

570 41 1/2 33%

560 61 27.5%

560 79 22%

+20k COT (+23k w/w)

3/24 Z500p 18 3/4¢ 590x
X500p 19 1/2¢ 560x

U560/580 STG 68 1/4¢ 385x

Z600c/N550p 
 2 1/2¢ 500x
 3¢ 500x
 3 3/8¢ 500x
 3 1/2¢ 500x
 4 5/8¢ 500x
 4¢ 1250x
N550/K540p 19 1/4¢ 400x

3/27

3/25

Wheat finished the week up 32¢ with vol up fractionally. It continued its major rally and tested the highs
from January around 590. 

Its hard to pin down what exactly is driving this rally. Since the initial turnaround, technicals have turned 
positive. Globally there is some positive fundamental news out of russia and europe. Other analysts 
are simply saying that the bread shortages at grocery stores are driving the perception of increased 
demand. 

All we know for sure is that wheat is up, and its a crazy market. There isn't much to be bullish about 
in corn, this could also simply be long grain exposure. If the 590 resistance holds, and it is pretty major,
we would expect a steady pullback and volatility out. Right here in the low 30s and high 20s, its 
quit expensive. Easy to get burned. 
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Soybeans 3/23/2020 - 3/27/2020

845

820

890 3/4

925 1/4

900

912 1/2

-4k COT (+29k w/w)

Up with the market 

N

U
X

880 36K 18.25%

880 60 17%

880 75 1/2 17%
880 86 16.25%

3/24 K1000/1060c 1 1/8¢ 1500x
N920c/SDN920c 7- 7 1/2¢ 200x
N900p/SDN900p -1 1/2¢ 1000x
H21 900/1000c 19 1/4¢ 1000x

M770/K800p even 3200x
M760/K790p even 700x

K880p 21¢ 900x
K1000c 5/8¢ 800x
X760/1040 STG 13¢ 1000x

3/25

3/26

Beans closed the week up 19¢ with vol crushed. In the front month May contract, we saw vol down 
as much at 7%. For some reason, Soybean option traders have been reluctant to hold long volatility 
over the past couple of years. The few times they've needed it, they bid it up for a couple of days, then
crush is back down. Completely the opposite of what we've seen with the Wheat options. 

USDA planting numbers are due out Tuesday, of all the grains beans could potentially move the most 
off these numbers. No one ever expects surprises, but this year especially the planting estimates seem 
faily stable. The same questions linger, will China fulfill their trade deal purchase obligations? That 
outweighs everything else in the market. 

With corn prices recently hit, there could be increased bean acres, but with these depressed levels 
across the board, corn is probably the more profitable (or smallest loser?) crop to plan still. 

Global economy is crazy, major crop report this week, and we don't really know whats going on, our 
recommendation is to stay away and regroup after the report. 




